As You See It

Cabrillo a viable option for working students

In response to the April 14 article “Six Months at College, $30K in Debt,” students like Mackenzie seeking a high quality, affordable college education with flexibility to accommodate work and family schedules should first consider their local community college.

Cabrillo College has a robust Career and Technical Education (CTE) Program that includes a Medical Assistant program.

Cabrillo instructors are immensely qualified — most have advanced degrees and many hold doctorates — and they care deeply about student success. Cabrillo has an accelerated, cohort-based Medical Assistant program that gives students the tools to be successful in their careers and in life.

Cabrillo is affordable — nearly half of our students qualify for the Board of Governors fee waiver and many receive financial help from programs like Fast Track to Work and EOPS/Care.

Finally, Cabrillo has classes. We encourage students like Mackenzie seeking a high quality, affordable college education to come to Cabrillo.

— Kathie Welch, Vice President, Instruction and Pam Sanborn, Medical Assistant Program Chair